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Are You Ready to…
Co-create a life that is optimal for

you?
Stop letting problems suck the joy

from your life?

“How to Co-Create Your
Amazing Life”
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What You Can Expect

The formula for transforming your
dreams into reality.
Understand why you have

succeeded on some goals but not
others.
Discover the 10-Step Process for

creating your amazing life.

A Big Shout Out To

Napoleon Hill of
“Think and Grow Rich”
Leslie Householder

www.ThoughtsAlive.com
Carolyn Cooper

www.SimplyHealed.com
YOU!

Who’s Marnie?
Mother of 6
Certified SimplyHealed™

Practitioner.
 24 years in business,
 24 years of program and

training development,
 Bestselling author of 25+

books
 computer trainer and

programmer,
 20 years of online marketing

experience
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“Whether you think
you can, or you think
you can't – you're
right ...”

“The only thing
holding you back from
becoming the kind of
person who changes
things is this: lack of
faith. Faith that you
can do it. Faith that it’s
worth doing. Faith that
failure won’t destroy
you.”

Project Forward 2 Years…

Money
Relationships
Work / Career / Influence
Health / Strength / Stamina
Entertainment / Travel / Lifestyle
Spirituality
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My Story

Turning Point…

FREE Core Passion Assessment
www.StepIntoDestiny.com
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“Finally! You’re out here
stirring up the world,
but you won’t stir a
teacup in your own

home.”

- My big sister Karen
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To achieve any major
goal, to shift, or create a
life change, you need a
great deal of desire, a
good deal of clarity and
tenacity. You need what
Napoleon Hill called, a …

Definite Major Purpose

Amazing Life Formula
Definite Major Purpose
+ Faith
+ Gratitude
+ Inspired Action

 Desired Results
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Definite Major Purpose Tips

Requires Soul Searching
Heart-felt reflection
Rarely about things
Compelling WHY
Feel It!

to you!

Definite Major Purpose
Compelling
Naturally think about it a lot
Little goals are subsets of the

BIG Vision
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Your definite major purpose will lead you to
take daily action that leads to the end
objective. Your DMP becomes the lens
through which you see everything you’re
doing in your life. You start to ask,

“Is this going to lead me to my vision?
Or is it going to detract from it?”

Don’t SHOULD
On Yourself!

Don’t Let Anyone
Else SHOULD

On You Either!
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10 Steps to Your Own
Definite Major

Purpose

1. Accept and Embrace
that You are the

Creator of Your Own Life

2. Get clear on what
you DO want.
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3. Document

4. Get a Confirmation from God

5. Expectant Gratitude
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6. Formulate a Clear Vision

7. Create a Plan

8. Take Inspired Action
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9. Throw Your
Heart & Soul Into It

10. While waiting…
PRAISE God

Assignment
Make a list of

what’s wrong.
Flip each item

around.
What do you want

instead?
What’s right in your

life? What do you
want to keep?
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Daydream
How are you going

to feel when your
life is the way you
want it?

What will you be
doing?

How will you feel in
your mind, body
and spirit?

Questions?

Formulating Your Plan
What part you control and what

part God controls
Energetically aligning with your

DMP

In Our Next Class


